Answers to How Christmas trees are made – exercises

Preparation
1. c 4. a
2. e 5. b
3. d 6. f

1. Check your understanding: multiple choice
1. c 4. b
2. a 5. b
3. a 6. c

2. Check your understanding: ordering
6 The branches are attached to the tree trunk and the Christmas tree is finished!
3 The shredded PVC is twisted around a metal wire and the needles are separated.
4 The branches are cut to size by hand.
1 First of all, flat strips of PVC are stuck together.
2 Then the PVC is shredded by a circular blade to make the needles.
5 Any sharp edges on the branches are bent over.

3. Check your grammar: gap fill – passives
1. is believed 5. are twisted
2. was pictured 6. are separated
3. are manufactured 7. are cut
4. are shredded 8. are bent